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Abstract 

As technology develops and demand grows, smart home systems, part of the Internet of Things 

(IoT), using Cloud services have been designed and adopted. Compared to traditional 

technologies such as Bluetooth, Cloud services can better help smart home systems expand their 

capacity and cater to demand. The existing three-layer architecture can integrate Cloud services 

and smart home systems to improve services.  

However, Cloud services are more vulnerable, the root causes of which are investigated through 

case studies of voice assistants and home cameras in this report. Unreliability of Cloud service 

providers, and attacks from outside threats, makes smart home systems vulnerable to data leakage 

and network instruction, which violate users' privacy and can even cause serious harm to users 

and other stakeholders.  

The purpose of this report is to analyse and deal with these issues in terms of cyber security when 

adopting Cloud-based smart home systems. To improve security, this report complements new 

elements to the original architecture, providing approaches covering blockchain, physical 

unclonable functions, and edge computing. 
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1. Introduction 

As one of the applications of the Internet of Things (IoT), smart home systems, which encapsulate 

a lot of security data and private information, have become the target of cyber-attacks (Dorr et al., 

2017). To improve the capability of management and operation, as well as achieve value-added 

services, the trend of integrating smart home systems and cloud technology has emerged (Lee et 

al., 2016). Consequently, the nature of cloud services, like shareability which may lead to 

malicious data control, has raised further concerns among users (Al Nafea & Almaia, 2021).   

Negligence in the security of smart home systems may cause privacy violations, which bring 

serious consequences. On the one hand, the way to handle users' personal information is supervised 

by laws like Privacy Act 1988 at the legal level (Bygrave, 1990). Furthermore, if the user's data is 

compromised, the user may suffer a series of severe consequences, such as personal safety injury, 

financial loss, and mental trauma. On the other hand, for merchants, data leakage can increase 

customer dissatisfaction and seriously affect reputation, leading to loss of sales.  

Based on the seriousness of the threats mentioned above, this report aims to dissect the reasons 

behind the cyber threat and then reinforce the existing framework of Cloud-based smart home 

systems. To fill the lack of existing literature and research on enhancing architecture from a 

security perspective, the research question posed in this report is:  

"How do we improve the security and privacy of users in Cloud-based smart home systems?" 

The following sections for context analysis and case studies of Cloud-based smart home systems 

will help to solve this problem. 

2. Literature review 

2.1 Context and elements of the smart home 

The Internet of Things is an automated information processing technology that enables the 

interaction of two targets from smart sensor devices to information processing centers under a 

network connection (Liu & Lu, 2012). International Telecommunication Union (2005) 

demonstrated that the era of IoT has been coming since 2015 because various kinds of objects in 

daily life can be installed with smart sensors and interact with people or other systems.   

Smart home is the most notable application in IoT. According to Jiang et al. (2004), the necessary 

elements of a smart home system are the internal network, home automation (links between 

products and systems), and intelligent control (shown in Figure1). The author also mentions that 

intelligent control is the gateway that represents the management system. Based on Alaa et al. 

(2017), the gateway refers to detection and control devices in smart homes, including switches and 

sensors. The classification of products in smart home systems with author information is shown in 

Table 1. 
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Figure1. Elements of smart home systems adapted from "Smart home research"  Jiang et al., 2004 

 

Basis of 

classification 

Classification Author 

Applications "Lighting, shading system , controlling of 

appliances, heating, ventilation and air 

conditioning (HVAC), safety functions, 

multimedia, health, kitchen, irrigation, 

cleaning, control" 

P. Hamernik, P. Tanuska, 

Member, IACSIT, and D. 

Mudroncik (2012) 

Functions "Elderly / aging / home care, 

energy efficiency, 

comfort / entertainment, 

safety / security" 

Costin Badic ˘ a, Marius 

Brezovan, Amelia Badic ˘ a 

(2013) 

Table1. Classification of smart home products. Adapted from “Classification of functions in smart home” 

Hamernik et al., 2012 and “An Overview of Smart Home Environments” Badica et al., 2013. 

 2.2 Cloud-based smart home systems 

The connectivity and control of smart home systems rely on different technologies, such as 

Bluetooth and local networks, which are well-known to the public and have been developed for 

years (Kumar et al., 2021). Nevertheless, as demand increases and product requirements rise, the 

relatively poor capability of connectivity no longer meets the needs of users and businesses. Smart 

homes based on Cloud services come into the picture with their most notable feature of carrying 

and handling large volumes of data (Kumar et al., 2021). In addition, Hanumanthaiah et al. (2019) 

and Iqbal et al. (2018) pointed out that using cloud technology has many benefits that cannot be 

achieved by traditional technologies, such as lower costs, improved interoperability, and providing 

backup for data.   
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2.3 Complementation for cloud technology  

There are some additional methods that can complement the use of Cloud-based smart home 

systems with the aim of improving data security. According to Wu et al. (2022), embedding a 

Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) in the smart objectives can prevent data leakage attacks. Edge 

computing is distributed computing that can enhance real-time data processing capabilities (Kumar 

et al., 2021). Wu et al. (2022) also stated that applying anonymous authentication protocols 

covering edge computing to smart home environments can secure communication between 

entities. Based on Dorri et al. (2017) and Ren et al. (2021), lightweight, scalable, and distributed 

security is needed by IoT, and the distributed features of blockchain can enhance security and 

protect privacy for the smart home. 

2.4 Cloud-based smart home architecture 

According to Ye and Huang (2011), the three layers of the Cloud-based smart home are the 

infrastructure layer, platform layer, and service layer. Based on this, we created a cloud-based 

smart home architecture figure (show in Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Cloud-based smart home architecture. Adapted from "A framework for Cloud-based. Smart 

Home" Ye and Huang (2011) 

2.4.1 Infrastructure layer 

The infrastructure layer is the lowest layer of the internal network and consists of physical and 

virtualised resources (Ye & Huang, 2011). Physical devices and hardware (e.g., servers and 

network components) are physical resources (Bhatia & Saggi, 2015). These physical resources are 
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virtualised into a pool of resources through virtual machines (Bhatia & Saggi, 2015). The storage 

and computation of data, and other services are performed in the Cloud (Ali et al., 2022). In 

summary, this layer provides Cloud-based storage primarily for home devices, providing 

application service providers with the information they need (Iqbal et al., 2018). Users have access 

to remote hardware resources on demand (Yao et al., 2022). 

2.4.2 Platform layer 

The platform layer consists of resource management and security management, providing 

intelligent control for smart home systems (Ye & Huang, 2011). As the core middleware, it 

connects the application to the operating system (Wei et al., 2010). In addition, this layer manages 

the virtual resources of the infrastructure layer, for example, resource load balancing and detection 

of system status (Wei et al., 2010; Ye & Huang, 2011). This ensures compliance with service level 

agreements by coordinating resources in the Cloud (Yao et al., 2022). Security management 

ensures the security and stability of the Cloud environment, including user authentication and 

access restrictions, data security and reconfiguration (Wei et al., 2010; Ye & Huang, 2011). 

In fact, the platform and infrastructure layers become the basis for providing Platform-as-a-Service 

(PaaS) for smart homes (Wei et al., 2010; Ye & Huang, 2011). Specifically, application developers 

can generate and maintain smart home programs directly on the platform (Bhatia & Saggi, 2015), 

combining different devices to implement customised smart home services (Ye & Huang, 2011). 

Hence, PaaS provides support for applications deployed on Cloud platforms by smart home 

providers (Yao et al., 2022). 

2.4.3 Service layer 

The service layer provides application services for smart home service providers and users (Ye & 

Huang, 2011). This layer presents home automation, which consists of interface, control, and 

directory (Wei et al., 2010). Service providers use APIs to create smart home services (e.g., remote 

control, audio or video communication) and register them in a service directory (Ye & Huang, 

2011). Users search for and consume these services in a simple interface, which is handled and 

responded to by service controls (Wei et al., 2010). 

Based on the above, the characteristics of the Cloud such as sharing resources, accommodating 

heterogeneity, and large storage capacity enable the smart home to better respond to user needs 

(Tao et al., 2018). Users can access data and operate home systems through the Cloud without the 

need for additional physical storage (Ye & Huang, 2011). 

2.5 Security and privacy in Cloud-based smart home 

Privacy and security issues in the smart home Cloud can affect human health and operational 

security (Tao et al., 2018). The complexity of Cloud models and sharing causes several issues 

(Flexera, 2020). For example, the combination of different devices in the Cloud raises security 

vulnerabilities (Parast et al., 2022). Cyber-attacks lead to denial of service or malicious control, 

breach of promises and laws by manufacturers. Cloud failures trigger response time failures 

(Merino-R et al., 2012). In addition, data storage in the Cloud is distributed and many dispersed 

data interactions may result in data loss and unauthorised access (Imran et al., 2017). These Cloud 
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security issues may be projected into smart home systems, causing some security incidents (Ryan 

Heartfield). Therefore, a risky Cloud environment is not safe for users (Merino-R et al., 2012). 

2.6 Case analysis 

Although smart homes improve the lifestyle of people and bring comfort and convenience, the 

security and privacy of users are also at risk of being violated (Ali et al., 2017). Identification of 

digital hazards associated with smart homes has become essential with the rise in popularity of 

Cloud-based home devices. 

2.6.1 Case in Cloud-based smart home system 

Currently most voice assistants accompany us through smartphones and smart speakers, where 

users give commands through natural language which in turn are executed as commands like 

turning on the lights, TV, and playing music (Kudina & Coeckelbergh, 2021). 

The spread of voice assistants is staggering. According to a survey, about 36 percent of American 

adults have a home voice assistant in 2020 (Kudina & Coeckelbergh, 2021). The insecurity of 

voice assistants is also emerging and generating widespread social discussion. According to 

Lynskey (2019), in 2017 Alexa (the nickname of the Amazon-owned voice assistant) was found 

to ask a user to re-book train tickets on a schedule he had already travelled. This means that Alexa 

is collecting user data indiscriminately. Coincidentally, the BBC also reported on a couple in 

Portland, Oregon, whose conversation was intercepted by Alexa and randomly sent to a contact 

(Lee, 2018). In fact, due to the complexity of language systems, most intelligent voice systems 

work on a Cloud-based platform, which is why they can easily collect and exploit data from users 

and even allow hackers to eavesdrop (Lynskey, 2019). Boukharrou et al. (2021) also mentioned 

that home assistants are storing enormous amounts of data in Cloud servers, and the privacy of 

users is being violated due to unreliable Cloud providers. 

The voice assistant is part of the smart home and may become the central operating platform, its 

security rise is critical. Conversations being collected may be only a small part of the risk. If a 

Cloud-based voice assistant can be maliciously manipulated to open a door and allow a burglary 

to be committed, or the temperature of a thermostat modified, both people and assets will be at 

significant risk. 

Increasingly, homes are installing home-surveillance cameras. Wired and wireless cameras are 

expected to grow at a CAGR of nearly 19% from 2023 to 2030 (Smart Home Security Cameras 

Market Size Report, 2020-2027, n.d.). Identifying the potential risks of Cloud-based home cameras 

is important. Surveillance cameras have a Pan-Tilt-zoom feature, whose main purpose is to adjust 

the view and zoom of the camera (Pan, 2019). The mobile application will help the user to view 

the live video stream from the camera while the PTZ requests are routed to the camera through the 

Cloud server. When the user uses the mobile application to view the live video stream from the 

camera, the PTZ requests are routed to the camera through the Cloud server (Vennam et al., 2021). 

The attacker has the opportunity to intercept the request and decode the video data and control the 

view (Vennam et al., 2021). This means that private cameras may become online livestream 

cameras (Buil-Gil et al., 2023).  
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2.6.2 The Cloud threat and impact in smart home 

Potential threats in the Cloud can be exploited and applied to the smart home. Hacker attacks and 

unreliable Cloud providers have an impact on the privacy and well-being of the occupants and also 

create a threat to the safety of life and property. In the near future, smart homes are expected to 

appear in every aspect of human life (Ferreira et al., 2023). Hence, to improve security, it is a basic 

requirement to assess the potential risks, vulnerabilities, and critical threats of the system (Ali & 

Awad, 2018). There is a series of possible threats including 1.data loss 2. account hijacking 3. data 

control 4. malicious insider (Nafea & Amin Almaiah, 2021). 

"A consequence of technology convergence in the smart home is the cascading effect of 

compromise of one system to others" (Heartfield et al., 2018, p. 399). Because of the special 

qualities of the Cloud environment cascading effects may project weaknesses of the Cloud into the 

smart home system.  

There are six weakness of Cloud: One side about security, including virtualisation and hypervisor, 

data and storage, and network; the others are identity and access management, legal and 

compliance issues, and governance (Islam et al., 2016). 

Identifying risks helps to avoid suffering adverse effects while warning of the importance of 

improving system security. The risks associated with the unsafety of Cloud-based smart home are 

1. Privacy breaches (including data, video and voice leakage) 2. property damage 3. personal 

safety, which brings further risks of: 1. anxiety 2. stress 3. insecurity (Heartfield et al., 2018). 

3. Cybersecurity Challenges for smart-home systems 

Based on the security risks and privacy concerns in the earlier section, we discern three primary 

challenges through the evaluation of each layer of the ITS architecture. These are data breach 

issues and device takeovers instigated by external attackers, and insider threats emanating from 

unsecured Cloud service providers. The analysis reveals that all these challenges simultaneously 

exert a direct or indirect influence on all three layers of the architecture.  

3.1 External Attackers 

According to Sunehra and Bano (2014), Cloud-based smart home security systems have gained 

significant traction in recent years, offering homeowners the ability to monitor their properties 

remotely through internet-enabled devices. These systems often utilise IP webcams and mobile 

devices to capture images and videos, which can be stored in a public Cloud for later use. While 

preliminary experiments have shown promising results, there are several challenges associated 

with Cloud-based smart home security systems that must be addressed.  

Utilising IP addresses in smart home security creates potential issues by making devices vulnerable 

to cyber threats. Hackers may take advantage of system flaws to access IP cameras without 

permission, view live streams, alter data, or even disable devices. This jeopardises homeowner 

security and privacy. The normal functioning of the service layer is disrupted, which could lead to 

the process of smart home service outages. The availability of the application and operating system 

would be affected. In addition, hackers could steal the storage and computation of sensitive data 
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from the infrastructure layer if they gain access to the service layer. They can also potentially 

manipulate the data or leak it, causing harm to the organization and its users.  

To reduce risk, it is essential to employ strong encryption, authentication, and frequent software 

updates, safeguarding devices from cyber-attacks and maintaining a secure home environment.  

3.2 Insider threats   

Cloud service providers' transition tasks to a communal infrastructure amplify the risk of 

unauthorised access and exposure to customers' confidential data. Cloud service providers are 

obligated to ensure their customers' trust by providing a significant level of transparency regarding 

their operations and privacy safeguards (Takabi et al., 2010). Otherwise, unreliable Cloud 

providers could potentially create a serious cyber threat from inside. Samia Bouzefrane et al. 

(2021) illustrate that the home assistant can store a large amount of data it collects on-site or 

remotely on Cloud servers. Unreliable Cloud providers may commit privacy violations against 

their customers by selling or otherwise exploiting the information they collect for profiling 

purposes. It makes it difficult to develop software for such devices that uses encrypted data and 

has a black-box appearance.   

In the ITS architecture, both the infrastructure and platform layers need to consider security 

approaches and privacy mechanisms to protect against both inadvertent human errors and 

malicious insiders. The insider who takes advantage of a flaw in the infrastructure layer of a Cloud 

system to steal data, could take valuable data without permission, engage in fraudulent activities 

for financial gain, or publicly reveal confidential information. Alternatively, an insider might 

exploit Cloud technologies to launch an assault on an employer's in-house resources, which 

exposes the smart home programs in the platform layer and the smart home systems of the service 

layer to risk.  

4. Security and privacy protection framework for smart home systems  

With the development of IoT, more and more smart home systems realize remote control and data 

processing through Cloud services. Smart homes have become a typical device in modern homes. 

While bringing great convenience to users, it also brings security and privacy issues affecting 

people's lives (Yang & Sun, 2022). Wei et al. (2016) demonstrates that security issues in IoT 

systems and applications are becoming increasingly important and may hinder the spread of IoT 

application deployments or cause significant property damage due to security vulnerabilities. To 

solve this problem, Cloud-based smart home systems need to take some measures to improve the 

security and privacy of users. Based on the smart home Cloud architecture mentioned earlier in 

this report and several studies, it is suggested to enhance the security and privacy of smart home 

systems from three perspectives: blockchain, physical unclonable function (PUF), and edge 

computing (Figure 3).  

4.1 Blockchain  

Security and privacy on the IoT remain a significant challenge, mainly due to intelligent devices' 

complex, contemporary and diverse needs, and the need for distributed, transparent, and dynamic 

access to smart home systems. Lhore et al. (2023) mention that Blockchain is an innovative 
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technology that assures information privacy, immutability, integrity, and availability while 

creating a distributed and decentralized system that is independent of other parties. Blockchain's 

anonymity, openness, non-repudiation, and consensus mechanisms can ensure the security of this 

access mode while also providing interoperability, decentralization, security, privacy protection, 

consistency, and continuity, which can increase the security of smart home systems (Yang & Sun, 

2022).  

The blockchain (BC) technology that supports Bitcoin is the first cryptocurrency system, which 

has the characteristics of distribution, security, and privacy and can provide decentralised security 

and privacy for the IoT based on the blockchain approach (Dorri et al., 2017). Therefore, the 

implementation of blockchain technology in the infrastructure, platform, and service layer of the 

smart home system can record all the data exchange in the Cloud to ensure that the data is not 

tampered with or stolen in the transmission process and record the authorised equipment and 

operations to ensure the privacy and security of users.  

4.2 Physical unclonable functions (PUF)   

In the smart home system, devices can be authenticated using a physical unclonable function 

(PUF), and communications can be encrypted to ensure user security and privacy. Physical non-

cloning generates unique keys and identifiers based on the randomness and unpredictability of 

chips, providing more secure authentication and encryption (Suh & Devadas, 2007; Durand & 

Pasquier, 2021). In addition, Wu et al. (2022) proposed that applying PUF technology to intelligent 

devices can prevent attackers from launching data leakage attacks, protect data security, and resist 

tampering and biological cloning attacks. Therefore, since the keys and identifiers generated by 

the PUF cannot be copied and forged, applying PUF technology in the infrastructure layers of 

smart home systems can prevent unauthorised devices from accessing the system and its data, thus 

preventing attackers from obtaining sensitive user information.  

4.3 Edge-computing   

As a new computing paradigm, edge-computing provides a new solution for the design and 

deployment of security and privacy of smart home systems. Edge computing allows people to stay 

anonymous and private (Lopez et al., 2015). According to Shi et al. (2016), edge computing, as an 

extension of the Cloud, moves massive computational and storage capabilities to the network's 

edge, providing an edge layer close to IoT terminal devices. Edge computing has more resources 

than IoT terminal devices and can support computation-intensive security operations like 

homomorphic encryption and attribution-based access control (Sha et al., 2019). Thus, in smart 

home systems, computation-heavy and memory-demanding operations can be performed on the 

edge layer to limit data transmission and storage in the Cloud, lowering the risk of data leakage or 

hacking. Furthermore, some IoT security solutions include edge computation-based security 

architectural designs such as firewalls, intrusion detection systems, authentication and 

authorisation protocols, and privacy protection methods (Sha et al., 2019). Therefore, the security 

and privacy of smart home systems can be improved by using edge computing in the platform 

layer of smart home systems, as it can process data locally on the device and reduce Cloud data 

transmission. 
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Figure 3. Security and privacy protection framework for smart home systems. Adapted from"A framework 

for Cloud-based. Smart Home" Ye and Huang (2011) 

5. Limitations 

The report focuses on the Cloud-based smart home architecture but does not mention the layers of 

smart homes only based on IoT. It discusses the main challenges of smart homes based on the 

Cloud and analyses their impact on different layers. However, it does not mention other challenges 

of smart homes based in the Cloud, such as heterogeneity and latency. These are two vital elements 

that contribute to overall efficacy, user-friendliness, and satisfaction of the end-user but are not 

within the scope of the topic discussed in the text. Furthermore, fog computing is not mentioned 

or discussed in the context of the document. Although both Cloud computing and fog computing 

offer advantages, Cloud computing may be preferred for a smart home setup. 

6. Conclusion 

As Cloud-based smart home systems become more and more common in people's lives, some 

studies have shown that they have attracted considerable attention in terms of data security and 

user privacy protection. To improve the security and privacy of users, this report first mentions 

that the Cloud-based smart home architecture is the infrastructure layer, platform layer and service 

layer. This report also compares and analyses several cases of smart home systems and describes 

in detail some threats and potential risks brought by Cloud computing to smart home systems, 

which are accompanied by some limitations and challenges. Finally, according to the architecture 

of the smart home system, it is proposed to use blockchain technology, physical unclonable 

functions and edge computing to help the smart home system solve the user's security and privacy 

issues. 
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